
Deck  is just a beginning!

SOLO's are your post base. The 
�ange has 4 oversized holes that 
will allow you to secure to deck, 
concrete, ground or any other 
surface you choose. 

The TRIO is the cornerstone of our pergola system. 
2 TRIO's to go up against a structure or 4 TRIO's for 
a standalone pergola or 8 TRIO's to make a cube for the 
DOUBLE HAMMOCK or to throw a shade over your hot tub.  

QUINT is your 5 arm room builder, it allows you to connect 
3 pergola is an L shape or 4 pergolas together for large 
commercial patio's or greenhouses etc.

The 4 arm QUAD allows you to extend your TOJA GRID 
Pergola system.The QUAD can be used to go vertically as 
well as horizontally.

TOJA GRID's shade sails are made of HDPE non organic tightly knitted fabric. 
Highly stable, 5+ years fade resistance and a unique buckle system with high 
tension strength. Available in 6 sizes, and all hardware & screws are included in 
the box. Our shades can be used as privacy screens as well.

The Double Hammock should be purchased with our GRID TRIO 
system. Made of Challenge Sailcloth. Rated to hold 600lbs of static 
evenly distributed weight. Each corner is reinforced with 3 bands of 
webbing wrapped around a heavy-duty marine grade stainless steel O-ring.  
4 marine grade turnbuckles included to secure the O-ring to the GRID hangers, 
which are installed by 8 screws to each wood post

These are your post connectors. They allow 
you to create fence like additions or straight 
across living walls with 4x4 pcs of wood.

TOJA is a Canadian brand that o�ers high quality outdoor furniture and pergola systems 
at great value. Our mission is to provide customers with an inviting and comfortable 
outdoor environment that they will enjoy for many years. Our modern approach to style 

www.tojagrid.com



ITEM # UPC DESCRIPTION PRICE (USD)

G021012MB1 628701210124 4 PACK SOLO $159

G021030MB1 628701210308 2 PACK TRIO $159

G021040MB1 628701210407 2 PACK QUAD + 2 SOLO - 3 $319

G021050MB1 628701210506 QUINT + SOLO - 4 $239

G021068MB1 628701210681 8 PACK KNECT $159

G100808WH1 628701008080 HAMMOCK 8X8 $479

G130808GR1 628701308081 SHADE 8X8 $189

G130810GR1 628701308104 SHADE 8X10 $199

G130812GR1 628701308128 SHADE 8X12 $229

G131010GR1 628701310107 SHADE 10X10 $249

G131012GR1 628701310121 SHADE 10X12 $279

G131212GR1 628701312125 SHADE 12X12 $319

TOJA GRID INC. 

3-450 South Service Road West,
Oakville, ON L6K 2H4

info@tojagrid.com

www.tojagrid.com

Proudly 
made in Canada 

www.tojagrid.com


